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Introduction
IGEES is an integrated, cross - Government service that aims to support better policy formulation and
implementation in the civil service through economic analysis and evaluation. The aim of IGEES is to
contribute to the better design and targeting of Government policy and better outcomes for citizens.
It does this by building on existing analytical work and playing a lead role in policy analysis.

The IGEES Medium Term Strategy 2016-2019 sets the context for the 2019 work programme focusing
on branded output, dissemination, and capacity building through recruitment, mobility and training.
This work programme, which has been agreed by the IGEES Internal Advisory Group, sets out the work
that will be undertaken by individual IGEES Units across Government Departments and Offices in 2019
in keeping with their policy remit and Departmental Statement of Strategies. It also reports on the
achievements of IGEES Units in 2018.

The Department of Public Expenditure and Reform has overall policy responsibility for IGEES; reporting
on cross departmental issues including resourcing, capacity building and continuing professional
development under that section of the work programme.
Published papers and output of IGEES staff working in Government Departments can be found at
http://igees.gov.ie/
Queries on IGEES should be address to igees@per.gov.ie

Spending Review Conference 2019
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Highlights of the 2019 IGEES Work Programme including Cross
Departmental Issues
IGEES supports better policy analysis and formulation in the civil service through:



analysis (including economic analysis) and research to inform the development of policy;
policy analysis and evaluation to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of programmes and
policy areas;
statistical and data analysis to better inform about the policy environment;
publications, presentations and conference to disseminate analysis and research.




Highlights of some of the deliverables expected to contribute to policy outcomes across Departments
are set out below.
Analysis and Research








Progress agri-taxation issues through
analysis, evaluation and preparation of
annual Budget submission. (D/AFM)
All of Government Plan on Climate
Action (D/CCAE)
Prepare and publish Ireland’s National
Risk Assessment 2019 (D/Taoiseach).
Focussed policy assessment on the Local
Improvement Scheme (D/RCD)
Production of tax receipt estimates to
support Department of Finance
forecasts (Revenue)
Analysis undertaken as part of Spending
review 2019 (D/PER)

Statistical and Data Analysis






Quarterly Statistical Spotlight Series
(D/CYA)
Produce analysis and research on
microeconomic aspects of taxation
(D/FIN)
Further development and expansion of
the End to End model of criminal justice
(D/JE)
Completion
and
publication
of
Transport Trends 2019 (D/TTAS)
Social Impact Assessment on Mental
Health (D/PER)

Policy Analysis and Evaluation


Produce the National Competitiveness
Council’s Cost of Doing Business Report
2019 (D/BEI)
 Focused Policy Assessment of the ECCE
Higher Capitation payment (D/CYA)
 Post Project Review of Pálás Cinema
Project (D/CHG)
 Evaluation of OFP Reforms and JST
Activation Process (D/EASP)
 Completion of evaluation of Dublin
Airport
Behavioural
Detection
Programme (D/TTAS)
 Paper focusing on analysis of Green Low
Carbon Agri-Environment Scheme
(GLAS)
Presentations and Conferences





Provision of training, evaluation and
oversight, to civil and military leaders.
(D/DEF)
Organise National Economic Dialogue
(D/FIN)
IGEES Annual Conference (D/PER)
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Snapshot of Achievements in 2018
IGEES resources in Departments, working with other analytical resources in those Departments,
contributed evidence and analysis to inform a broad range of Irish public policies and programmes in
2018. In many instances, close cooperation across Departments supported a cross Departmental
analysis of key policy issues. Some of the IGEES achievements in 2018 across Departments are set out
below. While this list is not exhaustive it is an indication of the breath of work that IGEES resources,
alongside their other departmental colleagues, carry out.

Analysis and Research





Produced evidence based economic and
policy analysis on key issues such as
Brexit and CAP reform. (D/AFM)
Focused Policy Assessment of Start-up
and Equity Supports for Comprehensive
Spending Review (D/BEI)
NCC
Bulletins
developed
on
competitiveness issues (D/BEI)
Statistical Spotlight Series launched

Policy Analysis and Evaluation






(D/CYA)






Design of GOAL 2-day Evaluation
Training Programme completed (D/CYA)
Publication of Spending Review/FPA on
Subsidised Transport Services to the
Islands (D/CHG)
Publication of Brexit research on
Sectoral Import Exposures (D/FIN)
Small Advanced Open Economies – A
Comparative Analysis (D/PER)

Statistical and Data Analysis



Statistical Spotlight Series launched;
first two in series published (D/CYA)
Monitored and analysed trends and
developments in the international
security and defence environment







An analysis of Disability Allowance
inflows and outflows (D/EASP)
Analysis of Live Register Related
Expenditure
Publication of Summer Economic
Statement. (D/FIN)
Prepared annual estimates to examine
how the cost of crime is developing

(D/TTAS)

Analysis of Low Income Supports
(D/PER)

Presentations and Conferences were used to
disseminate analysis and research



(D/DEF)



Review of Output Indicators for
Agencies (internal) (D/CHG)
Commencement of first White Paper
Update and the continuation of the
process of putting in place a new fixed
cycle of Defence reviews (D/DEF)
Publication of Governmental Roadmap
for Pensions Reform (D/EASP)
Five background papers completed on
the context facing Irish land transport




Attended EU commission conference on
Evaluating the impact of R&D (D/BEI)
Presentations on GUI to Department of
Education and Skills Inspectorate
Annual Conference and to the Tusla
research mentors network (D/CYA)
Presented at launch of J-ARC Evaluation
Review (D/JE)
UCD Geary Public Policy Lecture:
Automation and Occupations in Ireland
(D/Taoiseach)

(D/JE)
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IGEES Work Programmes
by Department
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Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine (DAFM)
The mission of DAFM Economics and Planning Division is to provide a quality service to the Minister
and Department on economics, statistics and strategic policy planning; to lead on key initiatives;
and to contribute effectively to cross Government policy and international agricultural policy and
development co-operation.

2019 Output Target
Activities


Drive Food Wise 2025 implementation; adapt and reinforce the strategy through the High
Level Implementation Committee (HLIC) process.



Lead DAFM input to implementation of, and timely reporting on, commitments under
cross-Government policy initiatives, including: Programme for Government; Future Jobs
and Regional APJs; and Action Plan for Rural Development.



Lead on the process for the development of the next 10 year strategy for the Irish agri-food
sector (to replace Food Wise 2025) and ensure that the process and the strategy itself are
sufficiently far advanced so that it can be launched in 2020.



Produce evidence based economic and policy analysis on key issues including: Brexit, CAP
reform, EU Budget and trade agreements.



Prepare and publish timely and accurate economic and statistical analysis for the sector;
lead DAFM relationship with CSO, including through the Ag Statistics Liaison Group.



Progress agri-taxation issues through analysis, evaluation and preparation of annual
Budget submission.



Progress access to finance initiatives, including the Brexit Loan Scheme and the Future
Growth Loan Scheme.



Lead DAFM’s involvement in the Spending Review Process.



International Agriculture Policy and Development Cooperation: participate effectively in
OECD Committee of Agriculture and its subsidiary working parties; contribute to
international development cooperation efforts through effective engagement and funding
of UN Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) and World Food Programme (WFP), in
liaison with DFAT/Irish Aid; monitor and evaluate DAFM’s international development
initiatives.
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2018 Output
Activity
Drive Food Wise implementation as secretariat
to the High Level Implementation Committee
(HLIC) process (seven meetings in 2018); publish
Food Wise Steps to Success 2018; prepare
analysis and progress new initiatives on the five
Food Wise themes; launch of an agri-careers
portal.



Achievement
Successful ongoing progress on the 375
Food Wise actions for implementation
in 2018.



Steps to Success published in July.



Lead DAFM input to implementation of, and
timely reporting on, commitments under crossGovernment policy initiatives, including:
Programme for Government; Action Plan for
Jobs and the eight Regional APJs; Action Plan for
Rural Development.



Seven HLIC meetings held in January,
March, May and June, September,
November and December.
Reported progress on 2018 APJ,
Regional APJs, Action Plan for Rural
Developments
to
the
relevant
Departments.



Input into the “Future Jobs” initiative.

Produce evidence based economic and policy
analysis on key issues including: Brexit, CAP
reform, EU Budget and trade agreements.



Analysis carried out
including Brexit & CAP.

Prepare and publish timely and accurate
economic and statistical analysis for the sector;
lead DAFM relationship with CSO, including
through the Ag Statistics Liaison Group;
contribute to development of data hub.
Progress agri-taxation issues through analysis,
evaluation and preparation of annual Budget
submission.



Factsheets produced and updated as
outlined, ARO completed and published.



Ongoing liaison with CSO, including
Annual Liaison Group in May.
Budget 2019 review of progress on
implementation of the Agri-taxation
Review reported excellent progress over
recent Budgets with the almost
complete implementation of the 25
recommendation.

Progress Brexit response access to finance
initiatives, including The Brexit Loan Scheme and
consideration of other potential schemes.

Evaluation: manage Value for Money
programme and carry out Focused Policy
Analyses as required. Participate in the Spending
Review.



as

required,




The Budget submission was completed.
Brexit Loan Scheme launched on 28
March.



In cooperation with DBEI, agreements
with EIF and SBCI for Future Growth
Loan Scheme.



One Spending Review published with
Budget; three substantially advanced.
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International
Agriculture
Policy
and
Development
Cooperation:
participate
effectively in OECD Committee of Agriculture
and its subsidiary working parties; contribute to
international development cooperation efforts
through effective engagement and funding of
UN Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) and
World Food Programme (WFP), in liaison with
DFAT/Irish Aid; monitor and evaluate DAFM’s
international development initiatives.



Ongoing
participation
and
representation at OECD meetings.



Ongoing participation in WFP Board
meetings.



New three-year strategic agreement
signed with WFP.



Ongoing liaison with FAO, WFP & DFAT.

Informing the Debate
Activities [publication of output, shared learning, methodology used and analysis
developed, presentations, events etc.]


June 2017: Facilitated National Economic Dialogue workshop on Building a Sustainable
and Resilient Agri-food Sector.



Presentations on agri-food in the economy and Food Wise strategy to visiting delegations
from key trading partners throughout the year.



Brexit Factsheet - November 2018



Trade Factsheet - November 2018



Steps to Success 2018



Annual Review and Outlook 2018



Fact Sheet on Irish Agriculture - August 2018



Report on Tax Expenditures 'Incorporating outcomes of certain Tax Expenditure Reviews
completed since October 2017' – with D/Finance
http://www.budget.gov.ie/Budgets/2019/Documents/Tax%20Expenditures%20Report%2
02018%20FINAL%2017.10.18%20(002).pdf
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Department of Business, Enterprise & Innovation (DBEI)
DBEI’s mission is to lead on the creation and maintenance of high quality and sustainable full
employment across all regions of the country by championing enterprise across government, by
supporting a competitive enterprise base to incentivise work, enterprise, trade and investment
and by promoting fair and competitive markets.
We will do this by making evidence based policy, informed by research, analysis and robust
evaluations.

2019 Output Target
Deliverables






Research and analysis to produce the National Competitiveness Council’s Cost of Doing
Business Report 2019
Research and analysis to produce the National Competitiveness Council’s Scorecard report
2019
Research and analysis to produce the National Competitiveness Council’s report Ireland
Competitiveness Challenge 2019
NCC Bulletins on specific competitiveness & productivity issues & international
competitiveness rankings
Provision of advice on National Competitiveness based on Ireland’s competitiveness
performance benchmarked against a wide range of countries



Focused Policy Assessment on Capital, Employment and Training Supports



Ex-ante assessment of the Enterprise Ireland Client Engagement Model



Evaluation of the Global Sourcing Initiative

2018 Output
Deliverable
NCC - Competitiveness Scorecard 2018

NCC Competitiveness Challenge 2018

Achievement


Papers widely commented on
national and international media.



Published Dec 2018



Research in areas included cost
competitiveness,
productivity,
economic concentration, and Ireland’s
international competitiveness rankings



Development of a new Economic
Appraisal Model for use by the

NCC Bulletins developed on competitiveness
issues

Review of the Economic Appraisal Model

in
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Focused Policy Assessment of Start-up and
Equity Supports for Comprehensive Spending
Review



enterprise agencies and a published
paper outlining the review of the model
Paper published in July as part of the
Comprehensive review of expenditure.

Informing the Debate
Deliverables [publication of output, shared learning, methodology used and analysis
developed, presentations, events etc.]




Publication of research and analysis for NCC - Competitiveness Scorecard and Cost of
Doing Business and the NCC Challenge. Papers widely commented on in national and
international media.
Bulletins disseminated on areas of competitiveness and productivity



National Economic Dialogue session by Minister Humphreys with the focus on productivity



Presentation at the IGEES Comprehensive Spending Review Session



Taking part in the Our Public Service 2020 working group in 2018/2019



Attended EU commission conference on Evaluating the impact of R&D
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Department of Children and Youth Affairs (DCYA)
The Department’s Mission is “to lead the effort to improve the outcomes for children and young
people in Ireland.” The IGEES Unit supports and promotes evidence based policy to help the
Department achieve these aims.

2019 Output Target
Deliverables


Complete and publish a Focused Policy Assessment of the ECCE Higher Capitation payment.



Review and publish analysis paper on cost estimates for key DCYA policy initiative




Goal 2-Day Evaluation Training Programme - delivery of Pilot 2, final review and transfer to
suitable platform for sustainable delivery
Quarterly Statistical Spotlight Series to be published



State of the Nation’s Children (SONC) report - ‘live’ version to be launched



Better Outcomes Brighter Futures, The National Policy Framework for Children and Young
People (BOBF) indicator set to be published in an open data format. BOBF methodology
report to be published
GUI pathfinder project to be developed and supported








Manage and oversee the contract for Growing Up in Ireland (GUI), the national longitudinal
study of children, including:
o the publication of new reports on the lives of 5 year olds; and on economic strain,
family processes and socio-emotional outcomes among 3 year olds; and
o the launch of new data findings at the annual GUI Research Conference November
2019.
Manage and deliver 2018 Evidence into Policy Programmes projects, and initiate 2019 EiPP
projects
Promote EiPP knowledge-brokering; publish EiPP outputs, including quarterly REU bulletins
Provide technical support & advice to DCYA policy units on research & evidence related
topics
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2018 Output
Deliverable
Governance
&
oversight
of
the
Growing Up in Ireland
study

A number of data
projects and statistical
outputs
developed
and/or published.
Evaluation
projects
and supports.

Achievement
















Evidence into Policy
Programme
implemented






Governance and oversight of GUI & delivery of agreed outputs
including:
main phase data collection with 20 year olds begun (Cohort ’98)
9 year old fieldwork completed (Cohort ‘08)
4 Key Findings on 9 year olds published
Detailed report on the lives of 13 year olds (Cohort ‘98) published
Knowledge transfer activities undertaken
Annual Research Conference
Statistical Spotlight Series launched; first two in series published
Report on Departmental Data Needs completed
Better Outcomes Brighter Futures methodology report and work
on disaggregated data progressed
Focused Policy Assessment of the Affordable Childcare Scheme
published
Preliminary draft of FPA of ECCE Higher Capitation payment
completed for internal DCYA review
Design of GOAL 2-day Evaluation Training Programme completed;
Pilot 1 delivered
Internal paper detailing cost estimates for key Department policy
initiative revised and submitted to policy Unit
Ongoing additional technical supports (advice and outputs)
provided to policy Units.
Initiation of five policy priority research projects and production
of outputs progressed
Literature review on Engagement and School Completion for
NTRIS pilot completed
Administrative processes mapped and survey issued to EY
practitioners supported by a pilot CPD bursary
Various technical supports provided to policy units & to a range of
DCYA working groups
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Informing the Debate
Activities [publication of output, shared learning, methodology used and analysis
developed, presentations, events etc.]









Presentation of Affordable Childcare Scheme Spending Review at 2018 IGEES Spending
Review Conference
2-Day training in ‘Understanding Evaluations in Government-Related Human Services’
delivered to 40 staff (representing 15 government Departments)
Statistical Spotlight on the Future Demand for Early Childhood Education and Care to be
published
Governance and oversight of GUI data collection and publications on the lives of 9 year olds
and the lives of 13 year olds; annual research conference in November; and regular data
workshops during 2018, on the use of anonymised GUI microdata files which are available
to researchers.
Presentations on GUI to Department of Education and Skills Inspectorate Annual
Conference and to the Tusla research mentors network
Publication of the Research & Evaluation Unit’s first newsletter for circulation within DCYA
Publication of the first Evidence into Policy Guidance Note, entitled: “The Need for
Research”
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Department of Climate Action, Communications & Environment
(DCCAE)
The Department’s Statement of strategy seeks to support organisational effectiveness and
evidence-based policy making with robust business and financial planning, evaluation and foresight.
Within the Department our IGEES Unit plays a critical role on delivering this objective.

2019 Output Target
Activities


On-going input into the development of All of Government Plan on Climate Action



Input into the Technical Research and Modelling Group work programme and ESRI I3E work
programme



Publication of 2018 Annual Transition Statement



MCA for Working Group on Future Funding of Public Service Broadcasting



RIA Re-transmission Fees



Input into Periodic Critical Review of SEAI



Member of Price Monitoring Steering Group on Waste Charges



Advice on the policy options for transposition of Efficiency Directive and market
surveillance legislation
Economic advice on energy efficiency in the rental sector



2018 Output
Activity
Department’s 2017 work programme

Achievement
Providing economic analysis in the Broadcasting
sector in the following areas:
 Licence fee trend analysis;
 Licence fee funding analysis;
 Analysis of BAI levy thresholds;
 Media market analysis.
Input into design of Renewable Energy Support
Scheme.
Input into evaluation of Climate Action Fund
proposals.
Providing insight into the development of
Sectoral Adaptation Plans required under the
National Adaptation Framework, directing
sectors to follow guidance set out in sectoral
15

adaptation guidelines and the public spending
code when analysing the costs and benefits of
adaptation options.
Support in complying with DPER guidance on the
administration of the funding to be
administered to the Regional Climate Action
Offices over the next five years.
Undertaking ex ante cost benefit analysis to
estimate exchequer impacts of electric vehicle
supports.
Providing guidance and recommendations into
the development of Climate Ireland, Irelands
Climate Information Platform, to ensure the
platform supports local authorities and Sectors
in planning and prioritising adaptation options
and preparing adaptation plans and strategies.
Working with Waste Price Monitoring Group to
monitor the on-going cost of residential waste
collection to homeowners across Ireland as the
‘flat-rate structure’ is being phased out.
Analysing and responding to DCCAE-relevant
recommendations
from
the
National
Competitiveness Council
Working with IGEES and other Government
Departments in updating parameter values for
the Public Spending Code.
Liaising with the Department of the Taoiseach
and the Department of Business, Enterprise and
Innovation in providing updates for the Action
Plan for Jobs 2018.
Working with divisions to incorporate
behavioural economics to optimise policy
design.
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Department of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (DCHG)
D/CHG’s mission is to promote and develop Ireland’s arts, culture and heritage; to advance the use
of the Irish language and to facilitate sustainable regional and rural development, including the
development of the Gaeltacht and Islands. The Evaluation Unit plays a key role in delivering this
mission.

2019 Output Target
Deliverables



Completion of Spending Review Paper: Implementation of the Recommendations of the
Review of the Heritage Council
Post Project Review of Pálás Cinema Project



Complete the Annual Quality Assurance Process under the PSC



Delivery of Annual Public Spending Code training programme

2018 Output
Deliverable
Department’s 2018 work programme

Achievement






Spending Review/FPA on Subsidised Transport
Services to the Islands
Spending Review Paper on the implementation of
the recommendations of the Arts Council VFMPR
Annual Quality Assurance Process under PSC
(2016/2017)
Review of Output Indicators for Agencies (internal)
Delivery of training on PSC, Developing a Business
Case, Evaluation Frameworks
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Informing the Debate
Deliverables [publication of output, shared learning, methodology used and analysis
developed, presentations, events etc.]


Training provided on PSC, Developing a Business Case, Evaluation Frameworks



Development of Guide to Developing a Business Case under the Public Spending Code and
support materials for developing Evaluation Frameworks



Presentation at annual Spending Review Seminar




Publication of Spending Review/FPA on Subsidised Transport Services to the Islands
Publication of Spending Review Paper on the implementation of the recommendations of
the Arts Council VFMPR
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Department of Defence
The Department of Defence and Defence Forces Strategy Statement 2017 – 2020 sets out the
following shared High Level Goal: To provide for the military defence of the State, contribute to
national and international peace and security and fulfil all other roles assigned by Government.
This High Level Goal comprises three broad Strategic Dimensions: Defence Policy; Ensuring the
Capacity to Deliver; and Defence Forces Operational Outputs.
Under the Strategic Dimensions of Defence Policy and Ensuring the Capacity to Deliver, IGEES
operates within the Department’s Planning & Organisation Branch which provides strategic
planning, analysis and evaluative support to the Department’s Management Board, as well as being
responsible for the co-ordination of Value for Money (VFM) and Policy Reviews. The Branch also has
a key role in implementing the Government’s White Paper on Defence and, in this and other areas,
works closely with the Defence Forces’ Strategic Planning Branch.

2019 Output Target
Deliverables








Finalisation of the White Paper Update, which commenced in July 2018. The White Paper
Update the first of what is intended to be a three yearly cycle of defence reviews.
Finalisation of the priority White Paper project that comprises a review of high-level
Command and Control within the Defence Forces.
Leading on other key White Paper initiatives such as the development of a Capability
Development Plan for the Defence Forces, a project dealing with the approach to
establishing, as a permanent feature, the new fixed cycle of defence reviews, and a Defence
funding study to capture the expected long term costs of meeting Ireland’s defence
requirements using a ten year planning horizon.
Provision of a range of supports, including training, evaluation and oversight, to civil and
military leaders throughout the Department and the Defence Forces, within an overall
implementation framework, who have responsibility for implementing the White Paper.
Ongoing scanning of trends and developments in the international security and defence
environment, for the information of the Department’s senior management.

2018 Output
Deliverable

Achievement

Leading on key elements of White Paper  Took the lead on a number of priority White
implementation, including a defence funding
Paper projects which were progressed
study, a review of high-level command and
throughout 2018. Such work included analysis
control pertaining to the Defence Forces and the
and international comparison of high-level
development of a capability development plan
command and control structures in other EU
for the Defence Forces
states, progress towards the development of a
capability development plan for the Defence
Forces, and initial work on the defence funding
study.
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Commencement of first White Paper Update 
and the continuation of the process of putting in
place a new fixed cycle of Defence reviews.



Provision of support to civil and military leaders 
throughout the Department and the Defence
Forces, within an overall implementation
framework, who have responsibility for 
implementing other elements of the White
Paper.
Ongoing scanning of trends and developments 
in the international security and defence
environment, for the information of the
Department’s senior management.

Took the lead on the White Paper Update
which commenced in July 2018.
As part of this, initiated and updated a
cross-departmental review of the 2015
Security Environment Assessment.
Also, conducted a review of all 88 White Paper
implementation projects and initiated
consultation with the Oireachtas Committee.
Provided ongoing support to civil and
military leaders with responsibility for
implementing the White Paper.
Provided input to the joint civil and military
team which has responsibility for oversight
and evaluation of the entire White Paper
implementation programme.
Monitored and analysed trends and
developments in the international security
and defence environment.
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Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection
IGEES resources in the Department will deliver on the Departments’ desire for a strong evidence base
for policy development and contribute to policy formulation through economic analysis in line with
the Departments’ Statement of Strategy and IGEES Medium Term Strategy.

2019 Output Target
Activities


Analysis of responses to the Strawman consultation process for an Automatic Enrolment
retirement savings system





Ongoing analysis of policy implications and design features of introducing an Automatic
Enrolment system in Ireland
Study by ESRI funded by DEASP analysing the macroeconomic and microeconomic impact
of introducing Automatic Enrolment in Ireland
Evaluation of OFP Reforms and JST Activation Process



Explore what statistics they need and for policy analysis



Set up a bank of statistics for use across the Child Income and Lone Parent Policy Unit





Produce a paper on changes in youth unemployment trends by gender and age band in the
context of changing demographics and economic circumstances, and rising education and
training enrolments. This has been submitted as a proposed topic for a IGEES Strategic
Policy Discussion.
Report on Youth Guarantee outcomes using linked data from the jobseekers longitudinal
database.
Manage the production of Live Register memos and statements.



Manage the Pathways to Work programme of evaluations



Publish the evaluation of JobPath



Create and publish a time series of historical social welfare data



Produce ad hoc analysis of labour market trends





2018 Output
Activity
Department’s 2018 work programme






Achievement
Publication of Governmental Roadmap
for Pensions Reform (February 2018)
Publication of a Strawman Proposal for
an Automatic Enrolment Retirement
Savings in Ireland (August 2018)
Completed
wide-ranging
national
consultation
process
on
the
introduction of
an Automatic
21

Enrolment Retirement Savings in Ireland
(August – November 2018)




Department of Employment Affairs and
Social Protection Analysis under Action
42 of the Migrant Integration Strategy
[IGEES Staff Paper]
Examination of Disability Allowance and
other illness and disability payments
[IGEES Staff Paper]

Informing the Debate
Activities [publication of output, shared learning, methodology used and analysis
developed, presentations, events etc.]


Wide-ranging national Consultation Process on Strawman proposal for an Automatic
Enrolment Retirement Savings in Ireland



Presentation of a paper on Retirement Income Adequacy at the Pensions Policy Research
Group (PPRG) annual conference in Trinity College Dublin



Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection Analysis under Action 42 of the
Migrant Integration Strategy [IGEES Staff Paper] & IGEES SPD Session



An analysis of Disability Allowance inflows and outflows [IGEES Staff Paper]
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Department of Finance
The Department’s Mission is to manage Government finances and play a central role in the
achievement of the Government’s economic and social goals having regard to the Programme for a
Partnership Government. In this way we will play a leadership role in the improvement of the
standards of living of all Irish citizens.

2019 Output Target
Deliverables



Production of Stability Programme Update, Annual Debt Report, Summer Economic
Statement, Budget 2020 and Annual Report on Debt.
Preparation of economic and fiscal forecasts to inform Government priorities



Monitor and advise on policies that affect short, medium & long-term growth prospects



Enhance the evidence base for decision making, through the publication of research





Improve the external profile of the Department through building and developing relations
with universities and other economic agencies such as the ESRI
Improve the external profile of IGEES through developing relations with universities and
other economic agencies, and engaging in the work of the OECD
Produce analysis and research on microeconomic aspects of taxation



Communicate and provide advice on fiscal rules




Attend and actively participate in external meeting (principally at EU/OECD level). Provide
timely analytical work to support delegates
Host Economic Policy Conference and organise National Economic Dialogue



Undertake and publish research on the housing market



2018 Output
Deliverable
Production of Stability Programme Update,
Summer Economic Statement and Budget 2018
(including economic forecasts)

Achievement




Preparation of economic and fiscal forecasts to
inform Government priorities



Stability Programme Update, Summer
Economic Statement, Budget 2019
Economic and Fiscal Outlook prepared
and Published on time.
Macroeconomic forecasts for Stability
Programme and Budget 2019 endorsed
by IFAC
Monitoring and report on emerging
trends (domestic and international) and
providing regular updates, including via
weekly economic update (internal
circulation) Monthly Economic Bulletin
(external publication)
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Provision of regular economic updates, including
re: international developments
 Annual Report on Public Debt in Ireland
Enhance the evidence base for decisionpublished
making, including publication of research
 Publication of Monthly Economic
Bulletins
 Publication of following research papers
under aegis of D. Finance-ESRI-Revenue
Commissioners 2018 Joint Research
Programme:
 Elasticity of taxable income (Dec 2018)
 Financial crisis & the changing profile of
mortgage arrears in Ireland (Dec 2018)
 Exploring SME investment patterns in
Ireland: New survey evidence (Sept
2018)
 VAT revenue elasticities – an analytical
approach














Publication of Brexit research on
Sectoral Import Exposures (March 2018)
Publication of firm level productivity
research (March 2018) (later published
as an OECD Working Paper)
Production of distributional analysis of
taxation policies using SWITCH.
Published Review of the 9% VAT rate:
analysis of economic and sectoral
developments (July 2018)
Publication of two papers on estimating
Ireland’s output gap (December 2018)
Review of tax expenditures (Agritaxation and Film Corporation tax
credit)
Publication of quarterly Housing and
Property Sector Chartpacks
Publication of Productivity Chartpack
(October 2018)
Contribution to the 2018 Ageing Report:
Economic & Budgetary projections for
EU 28 member states 2016-2070
(European Commission Institutional
Paper 079|May 2018)
Contribution to the 2018 Ageing Report:
Underlying assumptions and projection
methodologies (European Commission)
Provision of housing market analysis for
macro-economic forecasts
Participation on inter-department
groups on improving data and statistics
in relation to housing
24





Improve the external profile of the Department
and IGEES through developing relations with
universities and other economic agencies and
engaging in the work of the EU and other
international institutions













Conducted joint research with the
Department of Housing and IPSOS MRBI
on the aspirations of those in the rented
sector
Provision of analysis and briefing on
emerging trends in the housing and
construction sector
Held Department of Finance Annual
Economic Policy Conference (8 March)
Member of EFC Alternates
Bureau member of OECD Working Party
No 1 on Macroeconomic and Structural
Policy Analysis
Member of Ageing Working Group
Member of Output Gap Working Group
Member of OECD Working Party No. 2
Successful delivery of Joint research
programme with the ESRI (ongoing)
Nomination of research for Civil Service
Excellence and Innovation Awards
(Excellence in Policy)
Nomination of research for Foundation
for Fiscal Studies Miriam Hederman
O’Brien Prize
Presentation of research at Irish
Economics Association (IEA) Annual
Conference
Presentation of research at NERI Annual
Labour Market conference

Informing the Debate
Deliverables [publication of output, shared learning, methodology used and analysis
developed, presentations, events etc.]



Publication of SPU 2019, Summer Economic Statement 2019, and Economic and Fiscal
Outlook with Budget 2019
Participation of staff in joint research with ESRI including publication of research papers



Held Annual Policy Conference (March 2018)



Publication of Research



Presentation at conferences



Research shortlisted for awards
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Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade
IGEES is represented in the Evaluation & Audit and the Policy Units of the Department.
The Evaluation and Audit Unit works of an overall strategic plan (2019-22). The plan is based on the
proposition that evaluation and internal audit are complementary but distinct disciplines. It’s mission
is ‘to support, protect and enhance the delivery of the Department’s mission by providing objective
assessment, assurance, advice and insight regarding corporate performance, governance, risk
management and internal control. The work for 2019 is based on a number of goals including; the
provision of independent and objective assurance on the overall adequacy and effectiveness of the
Department’s framework for governance, risk management and control; through independent
evaluation of the Department’s policies & strategies generate evidence that provides accountability
for public funding and informs strategic and operational decision making; and through insight and
knowledge of the Department, provide advice concerning corporate performance, governance, risk
management and internal control.
The Policy Unit in the Development Cooperation and Africa Division of the Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade is responsible for providing policy direction and support for policy implementation
for Ireland’s international development cooperation programme. In addition the Unit manages a
range of policy and research partners who provide analysis, evidence and knowledge to inform policy
engagement and programme development. The Unit also manages a number of global funds focused
on addressing some key global challenges aligned with our policy priorities in climate, education,
health, nutrition and agriculture.
The main priority for 2019 will be to start implementing Ireland’s new policy for international
development.

2019 Output Target
Activities











Evaluations of strategic country programmes including Ethiopia, Malawi, Civil Society and
Humanitarian expenditure.
Mid-Term Reviews of programmes in South Africa, Tanzania and Zambia
Design Spending Review for 2020
Review Property Management oversight arrangements and Election Observation
Monitoring
Support the development of indicators and measurement arrangements for new Human
Resource Strategy
Initiate ex ante evaluations in a number of Vote 28 initiatives
A Review of the Commercial Attaché Initiative
Receive a OECD Peer Review of our Evaluation Function
Manage review of Private Sector Engagement for Sustainable Development (PSE4SD) and
assess how to implement recommendations for Ireland’s development programming
In conjunction with colleagues from the Dept. of Agriculture, Food and Marine (DAFM),
refining the evaluation criteria and application process for applicants to the Africa AgriFood Development Programme (AADP)
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The establishment of Ireland’s new whole of government approach to domestic resource
mobilisation which is being spearheaded by the Policy Unit in DFAT
Calculate the government of Ireland’s spend on in-donor refugee costs for 2018
Trough participation in key EU evaluations monitoring expenditure on EU Trust Fund for
Africa and Refugee programme (Turkey)

2018 Output
Activity
Department’s 2018 work programme











Achievement
Rapid Review of One World One Future
(Foreign Aid Policy)
Review of Palestine Development
Cooperation spending
Supported evaluation of Women Peace
and Security Action Plan
Analysed Evaluation Plans of six large
NGOs receiving Irish Aid funding
Conducted Needs assessment for
effective Partner Management
Seminar in May focussed on 'Evaluating
Long Term Transition'.
Provided input on governance and
financing development as part of
consultations for new international
development policy
Created Ireland’s first methodology for
calculating ODA expenditure for indonor refugees

Informing the Debate
Activities [publication of output, shared learning, methodology used and analysis
developed, presentations, events etc.]






Organise and deliver evaluation seminars in Iveagh House to promote the role of
evaluation in support of policy and strategy development. Participants from government
departments, academia and civil society.
Provided analytical support in DCAD’s assessment of options in reforming the
International Fund for Agricultural Development’s Debt Stability Mechanism
Presented on methodology and recommendations of Private Sector Engagement review
to DFAT’s agricultural, nutrition and climate advisors at a DCAD meeting in Addis Ababa
Established policy strategy and work plan for Ireland’s new domestic resource
mobilisation initiative
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Department of Justice & Equality
Continuing development of evaluation capacity and improve the evidence base for policy
development

2019 Output Target
Activities


To finalise an evaluation framework for J-ARC Evaluation Working Group



To complete a spending review on Direct Provision



To assist DPER justice vote spending reviews



Further development and expansion of the End to End model of criminal justice



Undertake costings and economic analysis for the justice sector



Develop indicators for the department including its agencies



To contribute costings on the justice sector to a drugs policy project



To expand research and data analysis work of the department

2018 Output
Activity
To complete a desk-based evaluation review of
the JARC program (an offender management
programme)





Development of Evaluation framework for
future JARC projects
Further development of the End to End model of
criminal justice







Achievement
Reviewed evaluations of the three JARC
pilot projects
Prepared an overall review of the JARC
programme based on these evaluations
Provided a preliminary estimate of the
net benefit of the programme
Attended J-ARC evaluation meetings
Produced a draft Evaluation Framework
Demonstrated the model to Justice
agencies and other key stakeholders
Addition of implications of resource and
capacity constraints
Modelled a number of different policy
scenarios

Further development and maintaining of the
cost of crime model



Prepared annual estimates to examine
how the cost of crime is developing

Provide ad hoc analysis for divisions across the
Department



Assisted with numerous projects across
the department. E.g. Costings for
Criminal Justice Hub
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Updating and monitoring of Justice & Equality
related data



Published a regular report which gives
summary of the most recent data in the
Justice and Equality areas
Assist DPER IGEES unit with 2018 Spending Assisted with DPER Spending Reviews in the
Review
Justice vote
 Policing Civilianisation in Ireland:
Lessons from International Practice
 Review of Overtime Expenditure in An
Garda Síochána
Undertake 2018 Spending Review
 Completed a spending review on
Criminal Legal Aid
Data Strategy for DOJE
 Assisted in the development of a Data
and Research Strategy for the DOJE
between 2018 - 2020

Informing the Debate
Activities [publication of output, shared learning, methodology used and analysis
developed, presentations, events etc.]


Presented at the IGEES induction day



Presented at the Annual ACJRD Conference



Presented at the launch of the Data and Research Strategy 2018 - 2020



Assisted in the IGEES recruitment open days



Presented at launch of J-ARC Evaluation Review



Published spending review - Review of Criminal Legal Aid



Published desk-based evaluation review of the JARC program
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Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (DPER)
Statement of Strategy
Enhance economic and policy evaluation capacity across the civil service through the Irish
Government Economic and Evaluation Service.

2019 Output Target
Deliverables

















Implement the IGEES Medium Term Strategy
Provide analytical support within the Department through:
o The integration of IGEES output into processes such as the Spending Review;
o Economic and policy analysis to support decision making in the context of Budget
2020; and
o Technical review of business cases and evaluations.
Analysis for Spending Review 2019 including:
o Analysis of Green Low Carbon Agri-Environment Scheme
o Assessment of Performance Measurement at Tusla
o Analysis of Science Foundation Ireland Research Grants
o Analysis of Social Housing Acquisitions
IGEES Staff Papers on a variety of topics including:
o Enterprise, Employment and Income Framework
o Labour market analysis including the Quality of Employment and Labour Market
Participation
o An Introduction to the Implementation of Green Budgeting in Ireland
o The Context for NDP Housing Spend: What can the Property Price Register reveal?
o Rebuilding Ireland – Patterns of Social Housing Construction (2016 – 2018)
Analysis completed as part of the Social Impact Assessment Framework including:
o SIA on Mental Health
o SIA on Public Transport
Implementation of the IGEES Learning & Development programme
Support the IGEES Research Fund
Capacity building through recruitment and induction at AO and AP level and mobility at
AO level
Capacity building through hosting an IGEES annual conference and other regular IGEES
events as fora for discussion of relevant economic and policy analysis issues
Improved output dissemination through internal and external websites
Continued roll out of the IGEES Internship Programme
IGEES Research Fund
 A fund of €50,000 will awarded to a
suitable project, following a
competitive process.
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2018 Output
Activity
Achievement
Produce analytical work, including Over 40 analytical papers published in 2018 including:
completing economic and policy analysis
as well as supporting expenditure Spending Review Papers
management with timely analysis of
o Trends in Public Social Care Service Provision
programmes and policies.
and Expenditure for Older Persons
o HSE Staffing Levels: Management and
Sustainability
o Hospital Inputs and Outputs: 2014 to 2017
o Health Expenditure: Nursing & Midwifery
o Public Service Occupational Pensions in Ireland Cash Flow Analysis
o Projected Retirements from the Civil Service
from 2019 to 2028
o Defence Forces Pensions Expenditure
o Management of the Exchequer Pay Bill – Key
Issues
o Analysis of Low Income Supports
o Public Employment Services – Mapping
Activation
o Analysis of Replacement Rates
o Current and Capital Expenditure on Social
Housing Delivery Mechanisms
o Analysis of OPW Spending on State Rents
o Overview of Enterprise Supports and the Labour
Market
o Trend Analysis of IDA Ireland Expenditure
o Public Service Obligation (PSO) Funding for
Public Transport: Analysis of Performance
Measurement
o Policing Civilianisation in Ireland: Lessons from
International Practice
o Overtime Spending in An Garda Síochána:
Efficiency and Control
o Revenue Digitalisation – Efficiency, Effectiveness
and Insights
o Comparative Levels and Efficiency of Irish Public
Spending
o Trends in Public Expenditure
o Pay Expenditure Drivers at Primary and Second
Level
o Understanding the Funding Needs in Higher
Education
Budget 2019 papers
o Small Advanced Open Economies – A
comparative analysis
o Trends in General Medical Services (GMS)
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o Hospital Income – 2013-2017
o Government Expenditure on General Practice
o Health Budget Oversight & Management:
Alignment of Health Budget and National
Service Plan
o Analysis of Live Register Related Expenditure
o State Supported Loan Schemes: A Preliminary
Analysis
SIA Papers
o Childcare Supports
o Social Housing Supports
o Female Labour Force Participation
o National Minimum Wage
o Assessment of Living Standards during Recovery
Period
Prevention and Early Intervention Series
o Immunisation
o Aftercare
o Diabetic Retina Screening
Staff Papers
o Central Technical Appraisal Parameters:
Discount Rate, Time Horizon, Shadow Price of
Public Funds and Shadow Price of Labour
o Valuing Greenhouse Gas Emissions in the Public
Spending Code
Research to improve the evidence base for future
policy making.
Represent the Department on interdepartmental
working groups
Complete examinations of business cases IGEES Staff across DPER completed reviews of
for new spending proposals provided by appraisals and CBAs submitted to DPER across 2018.
Departments.

Informing the Debate
Deliverable

Achievement

Publication of Output

15 papers were published on the IGEES website in 2018

IGEES Annual Conference

Showcased the work of IGEES from across Departments.
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Spending Review Conference

Conference highlighted the work being undertaken for
Spending Review 2018

Strategic Policy Discussions

There were 13 Strategic Policy Discussion held on a variety
of topics in 2019.

Corporate Support
Deliverable

Achievement

Provide central corporate support
and leadership for IGEES

Administrative support to IGEES Advisory Groups and IGEES
members.

Recruitment

Recruitment of 31 Graduate Economists and Policy
Analysts.
Recruitment of 21 AP Economists and Policy Analysts



Medium Term Strategy

A review of IGEES will be carried out by the OECD
and presented to IGEES CSD in September 2019.
IGEES CSD will carry out an internal consultation
process, to gather the insights of relevant
stakeholders across government and input these
into the final Medium Terms Strategy document.

Learning and Development
Deliverable

Achievement

CPD

Courses were offered in
 Cost Benefit Analysis
 R
 STATA
 How to Use Data

Training on evidence informed policy
and evaluation

Evidence based policy making training provided to 156 AO
graduates across the Civil Service.
Training delivered to IPA students.
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Department of Rural and Community Development (DRCD)
DRCD’s mission is “To promote rural and community development and to support vibrant, inclusive
and sustainable communities throughout Ireland”. DRCD’s strategic goals of rural and community
development are achieved through 5 key enablers. These are;
(1) Strengthening policy-making;
(2) Improving service delivery
(3) Monitoring, evaluation and research
(4) Enhancing engagement
(5) Building and developing capacity.
The purpose of the evaluation unit is to contribute to the department achieving its objectives
through these enablers.

2019 Output Target
Activities
Programme/scheme evaluation
and the Public Spending Code





Policy analysis and research




Statistics/KPIs
Support/advice




Long term planning



Contribute to the 2019 spending review process by
producing a short note on Dublin North East Inner City
Initiative.
Produce a focussed policy assessment on the Local
Improvement Scheme.
Contribute to the awareness of relevant PSC
requirements in the department.
Assess the level of past and existing research of
Department programmes/schemes and likely future
research needs.
Develop/establish framework for external research
partners.
Assess and improve Department statistics/KPIs.
Provide support to the Department in relevant work
areas as needed.
Longer term work strategy to be developed in 2019.
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Department of the Taoiseach
The mission of the Department of the Taoiseach includes supporting the Taoiseach and the
Government to develop a sustainable economy and a successful society, to implement the
Government's Programme and to build a better future for Ireland and all her citizens.


Economic Division contributes to this work by advising the Taoiseach on economic, enterprise,
digital issues, infrastructure and climate change policy aimed at a sustainable and resilient
economy. It also supports the work of related Cabinet Committees and inter-departmental
Senior Officials’ Groups and leads co-ordination on a range of whole of government programmes
and initiatives including the National Risk Assessment, Ireland's National Reform Programme,
and the Bioeconomy, and forthcoming National Digital Strategy and vision and roadmap for the
Grand Canal Innovation. It is also partnering with D/BEI on the development and delivery of the
Government’s new economic plan - Future Jobs Ireland.

(Economic Division in the Department of the Taoiseach has a broader role than the typical
IGEES unit given its whole of Government function and the activities and outputs below are
reflective of this)

2019 Output Target
Activities



Prepare and launch Future Jobs Ireland a new economic and enterprise programme for
Ireland in partnership with D/BEI
Prepare and launch a new Digital Strategy for Ireland



Prepare and publish Ireland’s National Risk Assessment 2019



Prepare and submit Ireland's National Reform Programme to the European Commission as
part of the European Semester Process
Develop and publish a vision and roadmap for the Grand Canal Innovation District











Monitor and submit reports to Government on the implementation of Future Jobs Ireland
2019
Support the implementation the National Policy Statement on the Bioeconomy
Support the implementation of the National Development Plan, the National Planning
Framework, Rebuilding Ireland and policies to tackle climate change including through
supporting Cabinet Committee D and relevant Senior Officials Groups.
Support implementation and development of Pathways to Work, the Pensions Reform
Plan and other economic policy priorities through supporting Cabinet Committee A and
relevant senior officials groups
Support the implementation of the Stategic Policy Framework for Data Centres as part of
Ireland’s Enterprise Strategy
Prepare research, analysis and policy papers including a monthly economic bulletin and
on areas of key economic policy including the labour market
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2018 Output
Activity
National Risk Assessment
EU Semester





Future Jobs Ireland



Action Plan for Jobs




Research papers & analysis





Support
for
Cabinet
Committees & Senior Officials
Groups



Achievement
National Risk Assessment 2018 completed and published
Ireland's National Reform Programme 2018 completed
and published
Co-ordinated engagement with the EU Commission on
the Semester process
Initial research and consultation to inform preparation of
Future Jobs Ireland
Monitored implementation of Action Plan for Jobs
Two Progress Reports prepared for Government and
published. Q4 Report to be published in Q 1 2019.
Published research paper on automation
Monthly economic bulletins
Summaries and analysis of key economic bulletins,
research and data including Ireland’s economic rankings
Supported delivery or finalisation of key Government
economic strategies and policies through Cabinet
Committees including inter alia in the areas of
infrastructure, housing, climate change, competitiveness,
pensions and labour market

Informing the Debate
Activities [publication of output, shared learning, methodology used and analysis
developed, presentations, events etc.]
The Division intends to increase its focus on this area in 2019.




Participated in a range of conference and events including IGEES Spending Review
Conference, IMF-OECD-WB Structural Reforms Conference, NERI Labour Market
Conference, UCD Geary Public Policy Lecture: Automation and Occupations in Ireland,
Shanghai Officials Training Programme and several IGEES Strategy Policy Discussion Series
Prepared internal analysis and discussion papers on a range of issues including the labour
market, enterprise and economic indicators.
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Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport (DTTAS)
To ensure that policy and programme development, investment and spending decisions are
consistent with the wider strategic context and anticipated future trends.

2019 Output Target
Activities










Public Spending Code
o Appraisal Guidance – Publish updated and enhanced DTTAS Common Appraisal
Framework in line with PSC update and including new parameters on reliability and
journey quality;
o Appraisal Guidance – commission research into review and update of Value of
Travel Time parameters;
o Appraisals – Review Investment Appraisals for DTTAS expenditure and assess
compliance with Public Spending Code;
o Value for Money Reviews
 Complete VFM review of Tourism Marketing Fund;
 Initiate VfM Review of Regional Cities and Traffic Management Grants;
o Second data collection undertaken to support VFM on Sports Capital Programme
(for 2020 delivery)Completion and publication of Quality Assurance Report 2018;
o 2019 Spending Review Paper on Regional Airport Programme .
Project Ireland 2040
o Publication of 5 ‘background analysis’ papers for PLUTO 2040;
o Completion of 2 ‘current network analysis’ papers for PLUTO 2040;
o Completion and publication of 4 ‘future network analysis’ papers for PLUTO 2040;
o Publication of consultation on priorities for land transport infrastructure network
(public consultation to be published Q2/Q3, final report published Q4);
o Publication of Strategic Environmental Assessment for PLUTO 2040.
Development of Statistics and Evidence
o Completion and publication of Transport Trends 2019;
o Development of questionnaire for National Travel Survey 2019, with survey to be
conducted in Q4 2019.
Analysis for Transport Policy Areas
o Carbon emissions modelling and analysis;
o Completion of analysis of climate and exchequer impact of electric vehicles;
o Completion of evaluation of Dublin Airport Behavioural Detection Programme;
o Data analysis to support review of Irish road haulage ECMT multilateral quota
licencing;
o Qualitative assessment of innovation opportunities in the Irish transport sector.
Various other divisional research requests and outputs supported.
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2018 Output
Activity
Public Spending Code
Quality Assurance (QA) - Preparation of the
Public Spending Code 2017 QA report
Development of Common Appraisal Framework,
update of CAF to take place following PSC
update.

Achievement




Finalisation of QA Report 2017.
Publication in Q1 2019
Participated in Steering Group for
update of Public Spending Code central
parameters;
Engaged with Transport Infrastructure
Ireland
on
development
of
methodology to measure wider
economic impacts of transport
schemes;
Finalisation of report on Tourism
Marketing Fund, publication to take
place in Q2 2019.
Assessed 21 business cases and 35
project appraisal plans relating to
capital expenditure for roads, public
transport, tourism and sport.

Value for Money and Policy Review



DTTAS Appraisal Review



Project Ireland 2040
Background analysis



Five background papers completed on
the context facing Irish land transport.



Transport Trends 2018 published



Updating and monitoring emissions
model for contribution to National
Mitigation Plan;
Analysis contributed to draft paper on
the potential of alternative fuels in
buses.
Finalisation of paper on statistics and
trends in public transport;
Analysis contributed to draft paper on
the potential of alternative fuels in
buses;
Analysis contributed to draft paper on
the active travel;
Analysis contributed to draft paper on
urban congestion.
Draft analysis completed, and presented
at several conferences.
Publication of report on the
implementation
of
VFM
Recommendations in DTTAS sector;
Publication of report on baseline survey
of Sports Capital Programme applicants;

Development of Statistics and Evidence
Transport Trends 2018
Analysis for Transport Policy Areas
Emissions modelling and analysis



Public Transport Policy Programme






Assessing the emissions and exchequer impact
of electric vehicles
Spending Review
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Barriers to entry in the Irish taxi market



Provided support of DPER report on
impacts of Public Transport PSO.
Draft analytical paper completed.

Informing the Debate
Activities [publication of output, shared learning, methodology used and analysis
developed, presentations, events etc.]
Publications


Publication of Transport Trends 2019.



Publication of report on the implementation of VFM Recommendations in DTTAS sector.



Publication of report on baseline survey of Sports Capital Programme applicants.



Submissions of analysis and review to sponsoring agencies for capital investment business
cases.

Presentations
 Presentation at IGEES Spending Review Conference on VFM Recommendations and Sports
Capital Programme Papers.


Presentation at IGEES 2018 Conference on economic appraisal in the transport sector.



Presentation at IGEES 2018 Conference on PLUTO 2040.



Presentation to Regional and Local Roads Conference 2018 on the Common Appraisal
Framework for Transport Projects and Programmes.
Series of seminars for local authorities on the Common Appraisal Framework for Transport
Projects and Programmes.




Presentation to Dublin Economics Workshop 2018 on PLUTO 2040.



Presentation to Dublin Economics Workshop 2018 on the emissions and exchequer impact
of electric vehicles.
Presentation to Transport Infrastructure Ireland 2018 Conference on the emissions and
exchequer impact of electric vehicles.
Presentation to 2018 European Transport Conference on the emissions and exchequer
impact of electric vehicles.
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Office of the Revenue Commissioners
The Office’s Mission Statement, as set out in its Statement of Strategy 2017-2019, is "to serve the
Community by fairly and efficiently collecting taxes and duties and implementing customs controls".
It is in this context that Revenue’s IGEES Unit provides economic and policy analysis support for the
Office, working closely with the Department of Finance and other key stakeholders.

2019 Output Target
Deliverables


Production of tax receipt estimates to support Department of Finance forecasts



Ongoing development and refinement of Tax Modeller, Revenue’s microsimulation model



Research on the effectiveness of Revenue programmes



Policy evaluation research to support Department of Finance reviews



In-depth research on taxation issues and receipts to inform decision making and policy



Economic analysis and support to transfer pricing cases and international taxation issues



Represent Ireland’s interests at OECD Working Party 2 and other international fora

2018 Output
Deliverable
Department’s 2017 work programme

Achievement








Supporting Revenue decision making ad
informing policy through 7 research
reports published and others produced
internally in Revenue
Conducting customer survey of
chargeable persons and regular market
surveys for cigarettes and cross border
prices
Showcasing of Revenue experiences in
applying behavioural insights to support
broader application of behavioural
economics across the Irish civil and
public service
Delivering material benefits to the
Exchequer through timely and robust
advice on transfer pricing issues
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Informing the Debate
Deliverables [publication of output, shared learning, methodology used and analysis
developed, presentations, events etc.]


Research papers published on Revenue.ie



Open Data and statistics published on Revenue.ie, linking to National Open Data Portal




Presentations to domestic and international conferences and seminars, including cohosting with IGEES a seminar for users of Revenue Statistics in June 2018
Delivery of analytics and behavioural economics training programmes



Analysis to support transfer pricing and state aid cases in Revenue
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